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inside 
Dear Readers,
  
They say home is where the heart is and I agree. It’s our safe haven, the place where 
we feel at ease, where we create lasting memories with loved ones every day. That’s 
why we’ve decided to bring Staten Island a new e-magazine where you can find 
ideas for creating the perfect space to raise your family. Our first edition of Fix Up My 
Home offers home improvement tips for everyone – including the chance to win a 
$500 Home Depot gift card, click here to enter!
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By Lambeth Hochwald and Shana Liebman

Making It Work

Create the Perfect Kids’ 
Work Station at Home

“..THE SPACE 
SHOULD BE AN 

INVITATION 
TO KIDS AND 

SHOULD  
COMBINE 
COMFORT, 
FUNCTION, 

AND  
INTEREST.’’

As parents head into anoth-
er season of remote learning, 
many are wondering how 
they can optimize the at-home 
schooling experience. One 
way to do this is to create 
a dedicated kids station for 
studying, school work, and 
homework. Parenting and  
education expert Karen  

Enter S.I. Parent’s Incredible 
Kids Contest Here for a Chance 
to Win a $150 Amazon Gift Card

http://WWW.SIPARENT.COM
http://www.siparent.com
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Aronian, Ed.D., a former NYC  
public school teacher with an  
education doctorate from 
Teachers College, shares 
some great ideas about how 
best to customize your home 
for your kids’ learning. 

PICKING A  
DESIGNATED  
HOMEWORK & SCHOOL WORK SPACE

Any room can be the designated study hall,  
Dr. Aronian says. However, it’s very important to 
pick a quiet spot without any distractions like TV,  
devices of any sort, and toys. Dr. Aronian urges 
families in small apartments to consider unlikely 
spaces like an entryway or bathroom.

MAKE A UNIQUE STUDENT WORKSPACE
“Tell your kids that it’s their spot to do 

their work,” says Lisa Sugarman, 
a nationally syndicated opinion 
columnist and parenting expert. 
“Giving your kids ownership of 
their homework area is a really 
big deal to a kid. Next, always 

Making It Work
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make sure to help them get invested in the space by 
encouraging them to help shop for the items they’d 
like and then set it up and get it organized together.” 

Another useful decoration: academic visuals—ask 
your kids’ teachers for specifics about the curriculum 
and then hang up learning tools such as multiplica-
tion tables or word lists. Feel free to tack up some 
teacherly tips or uplifting quotes, too. A little positive 
reinforcement can go a long way.

Dr. Aronian also emphasizes the im-
portance of natural daylight and 

recommends kids to sit near a 
window (preferably open to let 
in air). She also recommends 
headphones, noise ma-
chines, or focus music, and 
lots of fresh air. Hang up a 
corkboard for your kids to pin 

papers, reminders, and a cal-
endar, so you’re keeping import-

ant information within sight.

SELECT A GOOD DESK CHAIR
The goal here: to select a desk chair that’s as 

Making It WorkEnter S.I. Parent’s Incredible 
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to Win a $150 Amazon Gift Card
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comfortable as it is supportive. “You don’t want a 
lousy chair to be the reason that your kids are do-
ing their homework in front of the TV,” Draddy says. 
“Ultimately, the goal is to get them to work in a 
proper set-up with a table and chair instead of do-
ing their homework on the couch.”

Conversely, there is no one-size-fits-all model for 
studying. While all study spaces should have a desk 
and a seat, parents can get creative about what fur-
niture to use. Desks can be on wheels, lap pillows, 
play-tables, or trays. Chairs can be floor cushion, 
balance balls, or wobble chairs.

KEEP THE DESK ORGANIZED & CLEAN
Although it may seem obvious, keeping a trash or 

recycling can near your child’s desk is a win-win. 
“Not only will this encourage him to throw out old 

papers, but also—perhaps with a little 
coaxing—purge the garbage from 

his backpack on a regular basis,” 
Draddy says. Bonus points if you 
encourage your child to rou-
tinely empty that trash on her 
own as part of her chores.

Making It WorkClick Here for a Chance to 
Win a $500 Home Depot 
Gift Card
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“Label everything on your supply containers [or] 
caddy,” Draddy suggests, adding that this includes 
recent tests, papers, and assignment sheets as well 
as bins containing supplies. “This will help teach 
your children how to maintain their space and 
hopefully put an end to the con-
tinuing cycle of them asking 
where to put their supplies 
when they are done with 
their homework,” she 
adds.

With school comes tons 
of assignments and pa-
pers that need to stay orga-
nized. “Consider setting up an 
‘in’ and ‘out’ bin where your kids can put 
assignments that need to be done and others that 
are already completed,” Draddy says. “This makes 
it easier to remember that everything in the ‘out’ bin 
needs to be packed in their backpacks and returned 
to school the next day.” Consider keeping papers 
your kids want to keep for future nostalgia in bins. 
By doing this, your house will stay streamlined too.

Making It Work
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Shamrock Paints now offers curbside pick-up. Just call in your order, pull up 
to either of our locations, and we will load your trunk up for you. No need to 
even get out of your vehicle!

Full line of 
Benjamin Moore paints, 

wall coverings, floor coverings, 
and Hunter Douglas
 window treatments. 

shamrockpaints.com

SOUTH SHORE LOCATION 

718.966.9500
 3273 Richmond Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312

Greenridge Plaza

NORTH SHORE LOCATION

718.981.1616
 1887 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, NY 10314

STATEN ISLAND’S 
PAINT EXPERTS!

• Contact-less 
curbside delivery 

• Free full island 
delivery with 

orders of 
4 gallons or more

Largest 
Benjamin

Moore 
dealer on 

Staten 
Island

Family 
owned & 
operated 
for over 
50 years

https://www.shamrockpaints.com


Provided by National Association of the Remodeling Industry (via Family Features) 

Design Tips

On-Trend Kitchen and 
Bath Upgrades

BIGGER
 FUNCTIONAL 

SPACES.
CLEVER 

STORAGE.
FEATURE-

RICH 
APPLIANCES. 

Kitchens and bathrooms  
remain among the top 

picks for homeowners looking  
to upgrade because their  
functional contributions to the 
household can’t be overstated 
and they typically provide high 
return on investment.
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Design Tips

If you’re considering a renovation project for either 
in-demand space, consider some of these on-trend 
ideas from Doug King, CR, MBA, owner of King  
Contracting, Inc. and president of the National  
Association of the Remodeling Industry.

KITCHEN
Bigger functional spaces. Not only do many  

kitchen renovations result in added square footage,  
they also add practical features to make living and  
entertaining more comfortable and enjoyable. When it 
comes to physical space, a popular choice is removing 
or relocating walls to make the room larger.

This added space can be instrumental in adding an 
island or peninsula for bar seating, which many home-
owners view as a necessity when it comes to entertain-
ing. Other features like icemakers, tall wine refrigera-

tors and walk-in pantries are 
high on the frequent request 
list. Another growing trend 
is a kitchen designed for 
two, complete with a second 
full-size sink, dishwasher 
and microwave drawer, 
along with a larger island.

Clever storage. Mak-
ing the most of storage 
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• Heating and air conditioning installations
• Equipment replacements 
• Indoor air quality services
• Duct cleanings
• Humidifi er and air cleaner installations
• Hot water heaters
• Programmable & non-programmable thermostats 
• All phases of maintenance and repair

FOR ALL YOUR 
HEATING, 
COOLING, 
AND 
VENTILATION 
NEEDS

 718.761.2700 | 654 Sharrotts Road 10309
BREEZINHVAC.COM

 718.232.5111 • 917.299.0377

OPEN 24 HOURS

Click Here to Connect: 

Serving Staten Island, Brooklyn, The Bronx,  
Manhattan, and Queens.

We Speak: 
English, 
Italian, &
Spanish

SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• Exterior painting
• Flat roofs
• Gutter services
• Interior painting
• Masonry services

• Metal  
   roofing
• Roofing
• Roof repairs
• Waterproofing

luigishomeimprovements.com

Licensed, bonded and 
insured in New York

http://www.breezinhvac.com
https://www.facebook.com/luigishomeimprovement
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Design Tips

space has always been a top desire, and homeowners 
are getting increasingly clever about how to maximize 
their cabinetry. Drawer organizers are in high demand, 
along with pull-out waste baskets that hide recycling 
bins within. Another popular approach is large base 
cabinets with pivoting shelving mechanisms for storing 
large items like mixers and other taller countertop  
appliances. Making use of every inch of space is  
common; even the toe-kick area for drawers are  
proving useful to hold smaller items or put kid-friendly 
essentials in easy reach.

Feature-rich appliances. Appliance manufacturers 
are adding all kinds of bells and whistles, and those 
features are increasingly attractive to homeowners. 
Upper-end appliances are becoming more mainstream 
as homeowners discover features the more expensive 
models offer for ease of use and comfort. Larger freezer 

and column-style  
refrigerators are especially 
growing in popularity.

BATHROOM
Spa-like setting. One 

long-term trend that is 
still in top demand for the 
master bath is design that 
mimics a serene spa. This 
plays out in cooler colors 
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Design Tips

like white, blues and grays. Glass tiles are taking on a 
bigger role with many homeowners using them as  
artistic focal points in showers or opting for pebble-like 
tiles that spill from walls onto the floor.

Upscale practicality. Little touches that may have 
once gone unnoticed are now trending as opportunities 
to add elements of style. For example, curbless  
showers with offset lineal drains are preferred to  
traditional centered circular versions. Similarly,  
homeowners are upping the ante with lighting such 
as fixtures integrated with fans and mirrors, and even 
below floating vanities for ambient light at night. One 
more place you might find lighting: on the bidet, which 
is also an increasingly hot addition in the master bath.

A splash of tech. Whether it’s used to control smart 
features or simply add 
entertainment like TV or 
soothing music, technology 
has a permanent place on 
the list of bathroom trends. 
The available features 
make it easy to make a 
full escape from the daily 
grind of life.
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STATEN ISLAND PREMIER SWIMMING POOL BUILDERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION
FINANCING AVAILABLE

718.984.POOL (7665) 
PoolDoctorSI.com

Pool Openings • Liner Changes • Weekly Maintenance
Electronic Leak Detection

Complete Pool Renovations • Expert Spa Repair

Pool Installation Sale

pool bui lders & servicepool bui lders & service

ANY TYPE OF POOL

https://www.pooldoctorsi.com


Provided by the National Association of the Remodeling Industry

Going Green

Energy-Efficient Ideas to 
Upgrade Your Home

LONG-TERM 
TIPS FOR 
CUTTING 
DOWN ON 

HEFTY BILLS 

Energy bills are likely among 
the largest expenses for 

homeowners, but you can take 
action to lower those costs. 
During a remodel, a certified 
contractor can help you make 
smart decisions when it comes 
to selecting appliances, windows 
and insulation for your projects.
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Though upgrades made with efficiency in mind can vary 
depending on the climate you live in, the biggest energy 
users are typically the heating, ventilation and air-condi-
tioning systems and water heater, all of which make up 
about 60% of a typical home’s energy budget.

Learn how you can reduce your home’s energy reliance 
and environmental impact with these tips from the experts 
at the National Association of the Remodeling Industry.

HEATING AND 
COOLING 

Climate control is 
one of the largest 
home energy users. 
A programmable 
thermostat is a sim-
ple starting point 
and can save up to 

one-third of heating 
and cooling costs. 
Cutting-edge models 
can even learn your 

family’s behaviors and tweak usage for maximum sav-
ings. Additional ways to save energy include sealing 
leaky ducts, cleaning or changing air filters regularly 
and replacing your furnace or air conditioner with an 
energy-efficient model, particularly if your heating and 
cooling systems are more than 15 years old.

Going Green
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INSULATION
Studies show that only 20% of homes built before 

1980 were well-insulated. Depending on when your 
home was built, adding insulation in the attic and walls 
can be one of the fastest and most cost-effective ways 
to reduce energy waste. Not only does better insulation 
reduce energy loss and improve comfort, it’s an 
upgrade that generally adds to the 
value of your home 
with an estimated  
95% return on your 
investment.

WINDOWS
High-performance win-

dows not only lower heat-
ing and cooling bills, they 
also reduce heat gain during 
warmer months and add a layer of insulation when 
you need to keep the heat inside. Triple-pane, Low-E  
insulated frame windows can save 33% of the heating 
cost for a typical home in cooler climates, and in hotter 
environments, double-pane, low solar-gain windows can 
reduce cooling costs by up to 32%.

LIGHTING
The average house dedicates 5-10% of its energy bud-

get to lighting. To cut your use, switch to LED lights, turn 
off unneeded lights and, where possible, use natural 

Going Green
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light. Other measures, like relying on task lights and 
installing motion detectors, can help further limit your 
lighting-related energy usage.

APPLIANCES
The refrigerator is a major energy drain, accounting for 

up to 15% of the energy bill in homes, particularly mod-
els that are 15 years old or older. Design plays a major 
role in a refrigerator’s efficiency; it needs adequate air 
flow for optimal function. Be realistic about your needs 
and only buy as big a unit as you require. Be 
aware that icemakers and 

dispensers not only 
add to the up-front 
cost, they’re also less 
efficient. As with any 
appliance, shop for 
a model that offers 

as many energy-sav-
ing features as you can 
afford.

LANDSCAPING
Trees positioned to reduce summer sun and winter wind 

can reduce a household’s energy use by 25% or more. 
In summer, trees can lower air temperature as much as 
9 F through shading and evapotranspiration. In winter, a 
well-designed landscape can cut heating bills by about 
one-third.

Going Green
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If you would like to sponsor or advertise in 
Staten Island Parent’s  

specialty e-magazines please contact us!

718.494.1932
info@siparent.com
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